President’s Message by Met Innmon
Sample 2021
Welcome to the Pikes Peak Weavers Guild. Over 60 years ago, a community of weavers, spinners and dyers
came together in Colorado Springs. This group of weavers had the vision to create our guild. We encourage,
help, learn, and inspire one another about weaving, spinning and dyeing.
We meet the second Friday September through May from about 9am to noon. In a normal year, we meet inperson at the Mountain View Church of Christ at 1080 E. La Salle St., Colorado Springs, CO. 2020 has been a
challenging year for everyone. The guild is no exception and we have adapted and continue to meet and learn
together virtually. Until it is safe and possible to meet in person, we are having our meetings via Zoom. We start
with a business meeting, present a virtual Show n ’Tell of beautiful pieces made by our members, and follow
with an educational program to challenge ourselves and learn. During the meeting there is time for chatting and
catching up with our friends. Once we are able to meet in person again, our meetings will follow a similar
format. We have social time, snacks and library time before the business meeting and before the program.
Members of the guild enjoy many benefits including access and checkout privileges to our extensive and
amazing library, our monthly newsletter, ability to join one of our study groups, access to the members only
section of our website, and first chance to sign up for multi-day workshops and mini-workshops. Our September
through June newsletter includes messages and information shared from the board and committee chairs, news
about upcoming workshops, weaving, spinning and dyeing project articles and book reviews written by our very
talented and knowledgeable members.
We love to have guests and invite you to attend our meetings. While we are meeting on Zoom you will need the
invitation information to join a meeting. It’s easy, just let us know you are interested by sending an email to
ppwguild@gmail.com and we will send you the Zoom invitation information a day or two before the Friday
meeting.
When we are able to safely meet in person again, please join us at the church the day of the meeting beginning
at 9am for library and social time.
If you have any questions, please email us at < ppwguild@gmail.com > or < contact@pikespeakweavers.org >.
We hope this Sample Newsletter gives you an idea and feel for what our guild is all about. We look forward to
hearing from you and meeting you.
Happy Weaving, Spinning and Dyeing,
Pikes Peak Guild Members

Do You Want to Make New Friends and Learn at the Same Time?
Join one of our study groups. Study groups usually meet once a month and focus on learning something new,
coming up with project ideas, and sharing techniques to improve your skills. At the same time, you will meet
new people and make friends who can last for a lifetime.
We currently have two study groups in the guild:
More than 4 – More Than Four is a study group for intermediate to advanced weavers, emphasizing
weaving on more than four shafts. Members have varied interests and share their enthusiasm and expertise in
weaving.
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Next Step Group – This weaving study group is open to all weavers who are guild members. We meet
monthly to discuss current weaving projects, challenges with design, and technical requirements to improve
our work quality and explore new techniques. Our focus is to support each other as we continue to grow
toward the next step of expertise desired and to gain new knowledge to integrate into our work through this
process.

Fall Harvest Festival @ Rock Ledge
By Diana Collins

Saturday October 3rd, five women from the guild went to the Rock Ledge Ranch to
demonstrate spinning and weaving for the Fall Harvest Festival. The visitors enjoyed the fact
that we were spinning ranch wool dyed traditionally. Most people visited with each of us having a myriad of
questions, many revisiting us several times. I do believe we will have some new spinners and weavers!
Thanks goes to Robin Sutherland for all her hard work organizing this demonstration. What a beautiful day it
turned out to be!

Pam Bardwell Weaving Swedish Rose Path
on her Schacht Wolf Pup LT.

Diana Collins spinning on her Ashford traditional.

Debbie Hoover weaving Shibori Spot Bronson Lace on
her Ashford Table Loom
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Kim Villamarin spinning chunky
yarn on her Spinolutuon Pollywog

Robin Sutherland made book marks on an inkle loom.
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Redesigning an Echo & Iris Draft in WeavePoint by Doreen McLaughlin

Having a subscription to handweaving.net is like joining a fudge-of-the-month club without
the calories. However, just like the sugar-overload headache, there is an oh-this-draft-has-mistakes
headache.
It has taken me 4 full days at the computer to work out how to take Echo & Iris draft #74136*
by Marian Stubenitsky from her book Weaving with Echo and Iris from its original 32-treadle format to
a 10-shaft liftplan I can weave on my AVL 60-inch Technical Dobby Loom (TDL). Fabric from original
draft is shown at left.
I began with the size and sett of the warp. In the original, there are 480 ends with no sett given.
Researching the sett for Echo & Iris, I found Denise Kovnat wrote: “Because Echo and Turned
Taqueté (now better known as Jin) are warp-emphasis structures,
they call for a dense sett: typically more than a twill but less than
for double weave.” According to Handwoven’s Master Yarn Chart
(2014), the twill sett for 10/2 pearl (or mercerized) cotton is 28
ends per inch, with a doubleweave sett of 48 epi. Since I will be
using my AVL Warping Wheel (WW) to warp on to my 2-inch
sectional beam, I tried to get a sett that is easily divisible by the 8
dents per inch (dpi) comb on the WW. Thus, I started with a sett
of 32. Although I have 60-inches to work with, I like to come in
two inches on either side to miss all the hardware on the sides of
my TDL, so a 56-inch warp. 32 ends per inch (epi) times 56 inches
results in 1792 ends. 1792 ends divided by 480 equals 3.73. That’s
three repeats of the six circles plus a wide border. What would I
get if I increased the density of the sett to 36 epi? 56 inches times
36 epi equals 2016 ends. 2016 ends divided by 480 equals 4.2. Four
repeats of the six circles and a smaller border. I settled on 2016
ends sett at 36 epi.
Going into WeavePoint, I clicked on Options and increase
the number of ends from the default 1200 to 2016. I go to Edit,
Select All, Threading, verify the numbers are 1 to 480, then Select. I Copy the selected threading,
make sure the Selection Tool is on, click on end 481, then go to Paste Special. I click on Fill Remaining,
then OK. I go to the end of the warp, and note the .2 results in 16 “leftover” ends for my border.
To make the border, I go into Options and change the number of shafts to 10, because a.) I’ve
got 24 shafts on the loom and b.) I’m not going to search those 32 treadles for opposites. I click on
Apply, then OK. Going to the Pen tool, I filled in shafts 9 and 10. Using the Selection tool, I inserted 8
ends to the front of the threading. Back to the pencil tool, I added 8 plain weave threads, starting with
shaft 9. Back to the end of the warp, I changed 8 shafts from the pattern to plain weave shafts, ending
with shaft 10. To visually note those plain weave edges, I want to color them black. However, in this
original draft, there is no black.
Next, I will discuss the next redesigning step: choosing warp colors.
Part 2

As a left-brained engineer, I do not care for the “just play with colors” advice by right-brained
weavers. So, I use the Color Wheel approach.
Looking at the warp colors in the original and then the Color Wheel, I noticed that the warp
colors are Triadic - red-violet with yellow-orange, Complementary – green with red, Triadic – yellow
with red, Light and Dark – blues, Triatic – yellow with blue, and Complementary – orange and blue.
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Needing a much more organized approach, I decided to replace the original colors with triatic
colors. First, I noted there were now 25 blocks. There are 12 colors on the Color Wheel, so two sets of
12 colors plus black & white. Since Lunatic Fringe 10/2 mercerized cotton comes in two sets, one
labeled 10 and the other labeled 5, plus white, black, I decided to go with a mix of the Color Wheel
colors and the closest Lunatic Fringe colors.
Triatic Color Way:
Yellow (10) + Red (10)
Green Yellow (10) + Purple Blue (10)
Green (10) + Orange (10)
Blue Green (10) + Red Purple (10)
Blue (10) + Yellow (10)
Purple Blue (10) + Red Orange (10)
Purple (10) + Green (10)
Red Purple (10) + Yellow Orange (10)
Red (10) + Blue (10)
Red Orange (10) + Green Yellow (10)
Orange (10) + Purple (10)
Yellow Orange (10) + Blue Green (10)

0 = Blue 10
1 = Green 10
2 = Blue Violet 10
3 = Red Orange 10 = Tangerine (LF)
4 = Red Orange 5 = Yellow Red 5
5 = Yellow 10
6 = Blue Green 10
7 = Yellow Orange 10 = Champagne
8 = Orange 5 = Indies Orange
9 = Orange 10 = Tangerine (H)
10 = Gray
11 = Red 10
12 = Black
13 = Yellow 5
14 = Yellow Green 5
15 = Green 5
16 = White
17 = Yellow Green 10
18 = Blue Green 5
19 = Red Violet 5
20 = Blue 5
21 = Blue Violet 5
22 = Red Violet 10
23 = Red 5
24 = Violet 10
25 = Yellow Orange 5 = Yellow Red 10
26 = Turquoise = Sky Blue
27 = Violet 5
28 = Petal Pink

Yellow (5) + Blue (5)
Green Yellow (5) + Red Orange (5)
Green (5) + Purple (5)
Blue Green (5) + Yellow Orange (5)
Blue (5) + Red (5)
Purple Blue (5) + Green Yellow (5)
Purple (5) + Orange (5)
Red Purple (5) + Blue Green (5)
Red (5) + Yellow (5)
Red Orange (5) + Purple Blue (5)
Orange (5) + Green (5)
Yellow Orange (5) + Red Violet (5)
Black + White

Since there are no Red Oranges, Oranges, or Yellow Oranges in the LF 20 colors kit, I am using
those colors as place markers for the actual colors derived from LF Yellow Red 10, Yellow Red 5,
Tangerine, and Sky Blue; and Halcyon’s Champagne, Tangerine, Indies Orange, and Petal Pink.
When making substitutions, remember the lighter LF color is #10 and the darker LF color is #5.

WeavePoint will print out the threading with color numbers, but you have to know what color
matches what number. Under Yarn, Warp Color Order, you can print out the box of the colors used.
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However, these are sorted by their use in the draft, not by their color number, and the box you can
print out only has the first 11 colors. You have to print out three boxes, moving the selector down
each time, to see all the colors in this draft.
To make designing easier, I went in to Yarn, Edit Colors, Tools, Clear Unused Yarns, then
Move yarns in use to top, Yarn Info, and Named each color used, as seen in the text box above.
Now, knowing what colors to use where, beginning with Yellow (10) and Red (10), I began
filling in the blocks, using the Color Dialog under Yarn to adjust the colors as needed. Later, I added
a gray end at the end of each section (end 72) to help me make sure I am warping on correctly (the
blocks do not all have the same number of ends).
As I filled in the colors, I noticed that the blocks did not adhere to the rules of parallel
threading. In the next redesigning step, I revised the threading in each block to be parallel and to
have a start and end.
Part 3

I had noticed that the blocks did not adhere to the
rules of parallel threading and that some of the blocks had
a start and end, others just left off.
In checking a 4-step parallel threading, there is a
mantra: 1 to 5, 2 to 6, 3 to 7, 4 to 8, 5 to 1, 6 to 2, 7 to 3, 8 to
4. Shafts 1 and 8 are special as shaft 8 is considered to be
able to “roll up” to shaft 1 and vice versa.
So, I began to check each block, one end at a
time, correcting for errors as I came to them. I had
also noticed that the edges of the blocks seemed to
be variations of a parallel point, so I added or
deleted ends at the beginning and end of each block
to make as much of a parallel point as possible
between the blocks.
In the original draft, the blocks are A, B, A, C,
D, and B. However, when I finished going through
and correcting for errors, I noticed that I now had blocks A, B, C, D, E, and F randomly scattered
throughout the draft. I also realized that with slight changes to this group of blocks, I could have
blocks G, H, I, J, K, and L. Putting these blocks in order and repeating these blocks, while leaving the
colors in the same sequence, I had now had the 24 blocks following the Color Wheel and block 25, A
(black and white), and block 26, B (turquoise and pink), with 4 plain weave ends for 2016 total ends. I
then went back over the colors to be sure the leading color in the block was the color in the Triadic
Colorway in Part 2. At this point, I added one gray end every 72 ends to annotate the last end in a
two-inch section on the TDL warp beam (as a checkpoint on paper, not in the warp) and checked the
warp floats: maximum of 6.
Part 4

The original treadling is a 32-treadle advancing half-circle drawn freehand. The advancing
treadling stops at weft pick 720. Since it is very hard to guess what the next picks should be to make
this a color gamp with at most 2016 picks, I copied the first half-circle (80 picks) and deleted the rest.
Then I increased the picks from 720 to 2016 so I accounted for all of the colors used in the warp. I
went to Edit, Paste Special, and clicked on Fill Remaining, Advance 2, OK, and then checked the
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bottom picks. I had one-quarter of a half-circle at the bottom, plenty of room to insert my plain weave
hem without messing with an advancing half-circle.
To make the coloring easier, I added two treadles, going up to 34, under Options. I then used
the selection tool to add 4 picks at the beginning of the treadling. I used Utilities, Tromp as Writ,
Warp Colors to Weft Colors to change the original weft colors to my gamp’s Triadic Colorway. Since
the blocks are all different sizes, I had to
adjust the colors to fit into the advancing
half-circles. I dithered a bit here, as the
end of one advancing half-circle and the
beginning of the next turned out not to
always be 80 picks. After getting the 26
half-circles, I changed the last 4 picks to
black for the plain weave hem.
I have a maximum weft float of 4.
Then I went into Options and
changed to Liftplan for my Compu-dobby,
resulting in a 10-shaft treadling. I changed
the picks to 2087 and added 54 picks at the
beginning and end for my 1.5-inch hems
(36 picks per inch). The fabric, as it will be
woven, is shown at right.
For a different look, I then saved
the draft with the weft color order
reversed in each half-circle.
All that’s left to do is gather the
yarn, warp, and start weaving!
*To honor the copyright of the
original designer, only pictures of the fabric and snips of the threading are shown in this article.

Paper Quills and How to Make Them
By Robin Monogue
What do you do when you need more bobbins and don’t have
the time or desire to purchase more? Use paper quills! You can
make as many as needed out of whatever paper you happen to
have. They are great for storing extra yarns, especially if you
have a spool rack, and can be used directly in most boat
shuttles.
Quills are simple cardboard or paper tubes traditionally used in
Swedish boat shuttles. Swedish shuttles usually have a very
low profile and a thinner support rod than American boat
shuttles. They can vary quite a bit in size, using different length
quills. Cardboard quills can be purchased from weaving
suppliers, but it is also very easy to make them.
(Continued on next page)

A rainbow of paper quills
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Historically I suspect that quills were either feather shafts or porcupine quills, although I
haven’t found any documentation for this. These naturally hollow tubes found many uses,
especially as quill pens. It seems logical that weavers would use them as well, given the
shared name.
For my quills, I prefer to use a relatively heavy paper or cardstock. Some people use
normal writing or printer paper, but you need to wrap more layers of this to make a
sturdy quill that will stand up to being used on an electric bobbin winder and not collapse
under the tension of the yarn. I used a glossy college bulletin printed on heavy paper for
my most recent set of quills. The only other supplies needed are a ruler, cellophane tape,
and a pencil, skewer, or knitting needle to wrap the paper around.
Quills should be about half an inch shorter
than the support wire of your shuttle. The
paper can be cut into several shapes such
A goose quill pen
as an oval, but I use a basic rectangle. To
make four inch long quills, I cut rectangles 4 inches by 3.5
inches. The second dimension is not important, so long as it
gives enough wraps around your pencil or skewer to make
your quill strong enough. The thinner your paper, the longer
you should make it. When using heavy paper, I find it helpful
to rub it against the edge of a table to help curve it before
wrapping it firmly around the pencil. Sometimes it doesn’t
wrap very tightly the first try, so I take it off and starting from
the opposite end, wrap it around again. Once the pencil is
tightly wrapped, I tape the paper closed with tape to hold it in
place.

Bending the paper on the edge of a table

The paper is tightly wrapped around the pencil, and taped
to hold it in place.

The size dowel, knitting needle, or pencil you use to wrap a
quill depends on the shuttle you plan to use it with. For
Swedish shuttles, you can use a narrower support.
(Continued on next page)

Swedish boat shuttles from 9 to 16 inches long
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Finished quills and paper ready to be trimmed

I usually use a
pencil to wind
quills in order
to make the
diameter large
enough to clear
the flange on
my LeClerc
shuttles.

This also makes the quills big enough to fit onto
the pegs on the spool racks where I keep bobbins
and quills (shown at left)

LeClerc boat shuttle

I find that four inch long quills work well in both the LeClerc and Schacht boat shuttles that take
four inch bobbins.

When I use quills in my Schacht shuttles, I place
beads on either end of the bobbin support to
center the quill in the shuttle, but this is
unnecessary with LeClerc shuttles because they
use different shaped bobbins.

Schacht boat shuttle with beads on the bobbin support rod

Winding yarn onto a quill is similar to winding a plastic
bobbin, but you need to take care to not wind too close to
the edge. There are no flanges to keep the yarn from
winding past the edge, so it is best to leave some space on
either side. I am able to use my electric bobbin winder with
no problems, so long as I do so carefully.
Winding a quill on an electric bobbin winder

Even if you don’t want to use quills in your regular boat
shuttles, they are great for storing yarn and freeing up bobbins for use in your current projects. At left is a
picture of a thrift store spool rack where I keep bobbins and quills.
There is further information about making and filling quills online, including a PDF by Bluster Bay, who makes
excellent weaving shuttles in many styles. It can be found at http://blusterbaywoodworks.com/wpcontent/uploads/making-filling quills.pdf
Enjoy the freedom of not worrying about running out of bobbins!
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Fun With Drafts by Heather Hubbard
Overshot, in my opinion, is not an easy structure to draft. The blocks have shared ends. Remember
seeing those overlapping circles in the overshot analysis articles? It makes me dizzy trying to figure
out which block an end belongs to. It makes overshot threading hazardous for me. Overshot however,
is extremely versatile. It's one of the few structures you can get 4 blocks of pattern on 4 shafts
(crackle and warp repp are others). It can be woven in so many different ways it makes it ideal to
introduce the complexities of weaving. For instruction on drafting overshot see M. van der Hoogt, The
Complete Book of Drafting, or D. Keasby, Designing with Blocks. Also see “Weft-Overshot Threading
Families” by Gregg Johnson in Weaver's Magazine, Issue 19, pages 18-21 & 26-29.
Overshot has been written down or encoded, in various ways throughout weaving history, especially
when paper was rare discouraging writing down each and every thread. Encoding, or shortening the
overshot pattern also helps, in my opinion again, to control the dizziness induced by a thread by
thread pattern.
Weaver Rose was a character to put it mildly. He collected many weaving patterns, many of them in
overshot, on various scraps of paper. The “papers” including things like the backs of envelopes,
newspaper (some of them quite dirty), wrapping paper (the 1890's equivalent of shopping bags),
pieces of cardboard or pasteboard, old receipts (from an apothecary for example). These drafts were
encoded in 6 different encoding styles!!! And that's not even all the ways that overshot has been
encoded! Weaver Rose used encodings called: Condensed #1, #2 and #3, Stacked, Ones and
Historical (or “Modern”).
It's worth knowing how to read these old forms to
be able to interpret at least some of the old
weaving books and manuscripts. Isadora M.
Safner, using documentation by Carol Strickler,
does a very good job of explaining these various
forms in her book The Weaving Roses of Rhode
Island, on pages 42-46. She has also
documented each draft from Weaver Rose with
the name he gave it, what kind of paper it was
written on, the notation form used (e.g.
condensed #2), which direction to read the draft
from (left or right), and even where else to find a
similar pattern (e.g. “see also Atwater #10A”).

ENTWINE STUDIO
4003 NORTH WEBER STREET
BUILDING H
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80907
719-433-3207 (SHOP)
719-761-1211 (CELL)
Website: entwinecos.com
Facebook: entwinecos
Email: entwinecos@gmail.com
Ravelry: entwinecos

There are sketches of the cloth portion of most of
these drafts in the Appendix. (Continued on next page)
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Schacht Dealership in Colorado Springs.
Experienced Personal Service with
orders.
Beginning/Intermediate Weaving Classes
and Private Lessons.
Other classes/lessons include: Spinning,
Knitting, Crochet and other Fiber Arts
(materials included in most cases).
Yarns, tools and accessory sales.
Ask about consignment looms and other
items for sale.
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PIKES PEAK WEAVERS GUILD MEMBERSHIP REGISTRATION Membership year: June 1,2020- May 31,2021
Paid membership includes: access to the guild library, rental equipment, participation in member programs, shows and
sales, the monthly newsletter, directory and access to workshops.
ANNUAL DUES FOR THE GUILD YEAR JUNE THROUGH MAY
•
•
•
•

$35 Regular membership June-May ($17.50 new members January-May)
Lifetime Membership (grandfathered members only)
$10.00 Artist Gallery Page (Only required if you want a personal web page showing your work)
$30.00 To have newsletter mailed (Newsletters are now published electronically)
Note: Advertisers receive a mailed B&W newsletter that is included in the
advertising rate and DO NOT need to pay to have the newsletter mailed.
Donation to the Guild

•

New_______

$ ______
$ ______
$ ______
$ ______

$ ______

Renew________

Paid by: Check ____

Paid By: PayPal _____ TOTAL AMOUNT PAID

$ ______

If paying by check, MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: “PPWG” and mail with a printed copy of this form to:
Pikes Peak Weavers Guild, P.O. Box 8104, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80933-8104
If paying via PayPal from our website: Save a copy of this form to your own hard drive. Open it in your word
processing software, choose edit options, fill out the form, then email it as an attachment to
membership@pikespeakweavers.org, with a note in the email indicating that you've paid via PayPal. If paying
more than the regular membership fee please indicate in the notes section of the PayPal form (membership +
gallery, etc.)
PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY
Name
________Check here if all information is the same as last year, if not, please fill in all information below:
Address_______________________________________________________City_______________________________
State______________________________________________________

Zip Code_________ -_______

Phones: Home (_____)________________ Work (_____)_________________ Cell (_____)___________________
E-Mail Address_______________________
PPWG will notify members by e-mail when the newsletter is available on the website as well as communicating other important information.
PPWG does not share our mailing list with any third-parties.

Please indicate equipment you own:
LOOMS

SPINNING EQUIPMENT
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MANUFACTURER

MANUFACTURER

SOURCES OF WEAVING INSPIRATION
by JOANNE HENDRICK
Since I’m new to weaving and inexperienced in the creative use of
color I look for inspiration from nature, paintings and art pieces in
other media. One day I realized I had this amazing piece of weaving
hanging on my own wall. This was a gift from my son-in-law. His
aunt, Ruth Gowell, is an artist who trained primarily in Denmark and
the Haystack School of Craft in Maine. She weaves hand-dyed
rayon in warp faced weaves. Each color shift becomes an additional
layer of warp and most of her pieces have five layers. This piece is
10” x 10”.
I hadn’t really appreciated the techniques used in this piece until I
read more about the artist. What I did appreciate was the fearless use
of bold colors. Let’s get inspired for our projects!

WeaveDesign Software Program
WeaveDesign was created by Bengt Nelson
and is available free for download at:
http://pikespeakweavers.org/html/ppwg we
avedsn.htm

Deadline For Next Issue: 20th of the Month, Aug-May
Advertising Rates per month:
Business card
$10.00
¼ page
$15.00
½ page
$20.00
Full page
$30.00
Classified Ads: $5.00 for 25 words, 25 cents each
additional word
The PPWG newsletter is published from September
through June. If you would like to place an ad in the
newsletter, please do the following: Send an email to
ads@pikespeakweavers.org stating that you would like
to place an ad in the newsletter. The fees for ads are
listed above and on the PPWG website. You will need to
give the fee for the ad either directly to the advertising
chairperson, or mail it to PPWG, P.O. Box 8104, CS, CO
80933-8104, or use PayPal on the PPWG website. In any
case, you must pay for the ad before the deadline for the
newsletter - that is, before the 20th of the month
preceding the month that you want your ad to appear.
Please send the text of the ad, and if you want to send a
photo or other graphics in .jpg or .png format for a ¼
page, ½ page, or full page ad, in an email to
<editor@pikespeakweavers.org>. Placement of the ad in
the newsletter is solely at the discretion of the editor.
Please don’t wait until the last minute – try to get the
money AND the ad information delivered early.
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